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DAN IEL HOLE (Berlin) 

Heuristics and typology 

Summary 

In Ibis note SQme issucs in methodoJogy and ht:: uri stics an:: adJressed [rom the perspccli vc of an 
ongoing typological research projeci in the dOl1lain of re flexivi t)', emphatic reflex ives and faeus par
ticJcs.1 I wi ll have nothing 10 say abüllt issucs of sampling. stat ist ics and branches of typology which aim 
at quantifying their resulls. Instead I want to (i) defcnd OU f way of doing factorial typology aga insl thc 
posi! ion of an holistic typology: (ii) highlight the differences bct"'ccil heur islic and justificational pro
cedures; ( iii ) illuslrate a fruitrul heuristic st rategy oscill:.ning between onomasiology and semasiology: 
(iv) dctcrminc in what respects hcuristic pitralls in typology <Ind genera ti ve grammar difrer or eo ineide. 
ß y sl rictly distinguishing methodology rrom heur ist ies I Hm t rying to show that the strengths o r cross· 
linguistic research lie in the realm or heurislics. A short Chclf(lclerization of OUf research projecl prc
cedes the theoretical discuss ion. 

t. A typological research project on intensificrs, rcflcxivity and focus particles 

Thc scnle necs in (1) illustratc different uses of "erse!}; (2) gives Iwo examplcs of Ihe Gcr
ma n third person reflexive prollOUIl sich. 

(I) a. SIIe, \Vas proll" offher*(se!})/,. 
b. Sllei l101iced aletIer inlhe dralVer. 11 was addressed 10 fhcr(self)Jj. 
c. SlIe~' brother remained calm, bllf 5lfe herself go/mad at Ihe policemal1. 
cl. 5l1e didn 'l clll/Ihe plumber, she fixed fh e sewer hen;elf 
c. Sue couldl1" give her brother al1Y mOlle)'; she IVas broke herself 

(2) a. SlISw1I1e 1V1lr stolz auf sich (selbst). 
'Susanne was proud of he rself. . 

b. SijSOlille schämte [sich (*selbsl)j. 
'Susanne feit ashamed.' 

( I a) and (1 b) are both exampJes of lI ersel! occupying an argument position: in the mher 
cxampJcs this is not the casc. But whcrcas (1 a) is an ordinary casc o f rc flexivization in which 
-sell may not be Je fl out if a co-referential interpretation of 5l/e alld the preposilional object 

I Thc complete litle of Ihis projcct is Typologische Un/t:f:Wlc:llIIlIgen ZII den Inlensifikmorell, zur Refle
xivi/li/lll1d ';.11 deli Fokusparfikelll. Thc finaneial support frolll the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 
is gratefully acknowlcdged. The positions dcfcnded here do not nccessarily reflect the position of c<1ch 
I1lcmbcr of our research group wh ich, <lt prcscnt , comprises the following persons: EKKEIIARO KÖNIG. 
VOI KLI{ GAST, PETER SIEMUND. RENArE R"I'FELSIEFLN, and mysclf. Specialtbanks gOIO KAy-EOUARDO 
GONZAI EZ-VIL8AZO who has heavily influcnced my way o f thinking about methodology. 
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is to be expressed. -selfin (J b) is optional if co-reference with 511e in the preceding clause is 
intended. The latter use of refexives is often called "logophoric", i.e. a certain proposition is 
presented from the viewpoint 01' the referent to which the logophoric pronoun refeTs. In 
(Jc-e) we have cases with what we call adnominal and adverbial intensifiers: herselfin (le) 
relates Sue 10 her brother in a way which makes Sue appear to be central with regard 10 her 
brother; the use of adverbial herself in (Id) is good if other people performing the relevant 
job are under discussion: hersel/in (I e) is syntactically similar, but it gives ri se 10 a different 
reading which is often captured as being similar LO the use of an additive foeus particle like 
alsoleithel: The German examples in (2) show that the use of the German cognate of -self, 
selbst, is optional in reflexive contexts (2a) and cven ungrammatical in cases of lexical reflex
ivity (2b). Moreover, German has a reflexive pronoun wh ich does not conlain an ordinary 
pronoun as apart. The intensificr uses as illustrated in the English cases in (I c-e) have COI11-

parable German equivalenls with selbsT, as the reader may verify for himself. In the ongoing 
resea rch project , similar data for roughly 75 languages from .Imost all parts of the world 
have been collected so far. On a descriptive level we are trying to state the limits within which 
the expression of reflexivity and intensification may vary (categorial status of reflexive 
markers and intensifiers, inflectional properties of intensificrs. distribution of intensifiers in 
specific marginal contexts) , find out about historical paths of development leading to and 
orginating from intensifiers and reflexivity markers , and provide semantic and/or pragmatic 
analyscs of the observed facts. We also review theoretical discussion in the relevant areas of 
grammar and test hypotheses brought up in the context ofthesc discussions against the back
ground of our dat •. For a survey of this research cf. KÖ NIG (to appe.r). 

2. Issues of research praclice and melhodology 

2.1. Factorial typology vs. holistic typology 

By pursuing a research project as described in the preceding section, we are committing 
ourselves 10 a factorial typology as opposed to a typology ofholistic language types (cf. the 
tradit ion dating back to WILl-IELM VON H UMßO LDT and other romantieist thinkcrs which was 
taken up by GEORG VON DER GABELENTZ 1891[1971] . among others. and which has been 
influential in European typology with researchcrs such as EUGENIO COSERIU and PAOLO 
RAMAT: see COSERIU 1988 and RAMAT 1987. but also COMRIE 1981: 37 for a eritical .ssessment 
of holistic language lypology). That means we comparc certain traits of languages cross-lin
guisticaJly without assuming aprioristically that these traits must depend on certain other 
linguistic characteristics. We think that factorialtypology should be given precedence over 
holistic conceptions of language types. both [or theoretical and for praetieal reasons. One 
obvious problem with a holistic approach to language types is the fact that it is hard to decide 
on which phenomena a holistic typology should be based. One cannot compare languagcs 
as a whole. and it is not clear whether determining, for instance. the morphological type of 
a language allows more essential conclusions about Cl holistic language type than , let's say, 
the statcment of its system o f morphophonemics. Thus, for very practical reasons, Cl holistic 
typologist will always end up doing factorial typology, at least for astart. A general problem 
with holistic language typology follows from the indisputable fact of cross-culling dimen
sions of comparison. A holist ic typologist who is both interested in morphological types and 
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• 
the expression 01' anaphoric relations will probably come up with an isolating aod an innect
ing language type (among other types). and he will find that in same languages pronouns 
may be dropped while in others they may not. These phcnomena yield orthogonal elassifi
cations. A holistic c1assification of lallguages should, however, yield a hierarchically orga
nized system o[ language types, i.c. there may be sub-types o[ more general types, but the 
relationship between languages and most general types must be many-to-one, nol many-to
many (for a sketehy ouiline of this position see COSE"IU 1988: eh. XII). Faetorial typology 
will, on the other hand, usually deal with many-to-many relations between languages and 
types. If holistic typology admits cross-c1assification (i.e. many-to-many relations between 
languages and types), it is really [actarial typology in disguise. 

2.2. Hellrislic procedures vs. juslificationa{ procedures 

The quest ion whether Olle should make use of inductive reasoning orof deductive reason
ing in linguislic research dominates many methodological discussions. A typical situation 
looks like this: a typologist defends the view that good hypotheses on language universals 
can only be stated on a broad basis ofcross-linguistic data; a generative grammarian slrongly 
argues in favour of an approach in which some theory is thc guiding li ne through the data; 
the data are there 10 (dis)confirm a universal hypothesis. Such discussions must be fruslrat
ing because they are not to the point. What the typologist is talking about when hc requires 
many languages to be in the data base is the issue of forming a reasonable hypothesis which 
does not run the risk of being disconfirmed because obvious facts have been ignored. What 
the generativist has in mind when he stresses the secondary status of language data is not 
the forming of hyotheses, but rather their testing. [n other words: the typologist thinks of 
elaborate ways 10 co me up with an hypothesis, while the generativist usually has the justifi
ealion of his hypothesis (in a methodologieal sense) in mind. Viewed from this pcrspeetive 
the lypologist and the generativist do not necessarily disagree any longer. If, in the course of 
funher research , the typologist [inds a language wh ich runs against his hypothesis - and he 
should try hard to [i nd such a language - he will dismiss or modi[y his hypo thesis (unless the 
new data can be explained away). That is exactly what a generativist does when he finds 
counter-evidence. Thus both linguistis must justify their hypotheses by trying 10 prave that 
they are wrang. (Following POPPER 1971., I assume that in empirical research there is simply 
no way to test whether a hypothesis which states a genera) law is actually true. Only its false
hood can be praven.) The conclusion here is that the generalivist and the typologist oflen da 
not disagree on melhodological issues, with methodology taken 10 cover only the matters of 
justifying hYPolheses or theories, but rather on heuristics, i.c. the issue ofwhat is a good way 
to find an hypothesis. Typologists will insist on the point that one should state an hypothe
sis after a lot of data have been revicwcd, whereas generativists are either not interested in 
how one comes to stale a hypothesis if only it can be expressed in terms of general princi
pies, or they [ollow POI'PERS guiding li ne by deliberately making the strangeS! generalization 
which is still supported by the data so far considered, because this makes it easier 10 rind 
eounterexal11plcs and modify the theory aeeordingly. lf we take [ar granted that the justifi
cation of hypolheses always involves deductive reasoning no malter whether we are carry
ing out typological research or studies in the generative tradition. we should take a doser 
look al the heuristics applied in typological research. It is cxactly in this area, and not in the 
area o[ (justifieational) methodology proper, where the strengths o[ typologieal researeh are 
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iMlfIJj 
a~t. To see this let us investigate the relationship between onomasiology and semasio-
logy in cross-linguistic comparison. 

2.3. Onomasiology ami semasiology: (he case oIinlensifiers afld reflexivilY 

Let us start with a (highly compressed and simplified) illustration based on the practicc 
in our research project on intensifiers anel rcflcxivity to see how flipping back and forth 
between onomasiology (analysis leading from the signifie to the singnifiant, 01": 'howare 
given notions expressed?') and semasiology (analysis leading from the signifiant 10 the 
signifie, or: 'wh at does a given form express?') is a fruitful heuristic strategy. A cross-linguis
tie (onomasiologieal) eomparison of words which are comparable in I"unction with German 
selbst as in der Kanzler selbst 'the chancellor himself' yields a first (semasiological) distinc
tion betweenlanguages: in many languages, and probably in the majority oflanguages, trans
lational equivalents 01" German selbst are also used to express co-referential arguments in 
reflexive sentences. In German and in most other continental European languages, this is 
not the case, but it is true of English; cL the German sentences and their English transla
tions in (3) and (4). 

(3) Der Kanzler selbsl wird das Schifflallfell. 
'The chancellor himself will christen the ship.' 

(4) Der Kanzler betrachtete sich im Spiegel. 
'The chancellor was looking at himself in the mirroT.' 

In the German sentences the reflexive pronoun and the intensifier selbst are distinct in 
form, but in English only a distributional difference exists betwccn intensifiers and reflex
ive pronouns (reflexive pronouns are arguments, intensifiers are non-argument expres
sions). But now the scope of the investigatioll should broaden: it should not only encompass 
translational equivalents of German selbst any longer. but also reflexive pronouns. A sema
siological distinctioll between two classes 01" reflexive pronouns folIows, namely olle class 
whieh is (partially) made up o[ an intensifier like English x-se//, and a seeond class whieh does 
not eontain any such element (German sich, for instance). Further investigations of verbal 
contexts in which the German and the English reflexive pronouns are used yields the well
known resull that contexts in wh ich reflexive pronouns are used in English are a subset of 
the contexts in which reflexive pronouns are used in German.2 While it is difficult to gener
alize semantically over the complete distribution of German sich, which also comprises uses 
of derived intransitivity, the English situation is quite dear: reflexive pronouns are only used 
if typically other-directed actions are carried out reflexively (cf. KIPARSKY 1990 or KÖNIG/ 

SJEMUND "1999). Killing being an action usually done to others, to kill o/1Cse/fis aperfeet con
text for the English reflexive pronoun. On the other hand, with regard to the 1ypically non
other directed action of shaving, to shave allesei! as opposed 10 to shave is a marked option 
which may be used in contcxts in which the shaving could also be performed by somebody 
else, e.g. if one is siek and has to stay in hospital. Usually the unmarked option 10 shave is 
preferred, just as with other verbs cf grooming. 

2 11" this generalization is to be maintained. the occurrcncc of herselfas in (I b) must bc categorized as 
non-reflexive. Without bcing able to go into the det<lils of Ihis argument here it isclear that we are not 
dealing wilh a synlaci icized occurrence 01" the ~;elrform in (lb) because its use is nOI mand<llory. 
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All of this is pretty much descriptive, the only therorctical prerequisites bcing that there 
is same cross-Iinguistic consistency between functions lhat are encoded by linguistic items 
in different languages aod that languages can be compared al all. Thc resuils of this smalI
seale cornparison are, however, quite challenging. lf we want to have a theary of reflexivity 
in German and English, cr in other languagcs which displaya similar split, and if we want to 
develop a typology cf expressive means in this area, which values da we want to keep con-
5tal1t, and which on es may vary? Is the semantics cf reflexive pronouns the same in English 
and German? lf this were so. wh at could account for the different distributions? ls typical 
olher-directedness and typical non-other-directedness a lexical or a pragmatic not ion, or are 
we dealing with a syntactic phenomcnon? If the semantics of reflexive pronouns in English 
and Gerrnan were not the same, how exactly would they differ, i.e. how could we incorpor
ate the not ion of (non-)other-directedness in the representation of pronouns? [n English, do 
we want to derive the rneaning of reflexive pronouns from the meaning of intensifiers. or 
should the mcaning of intensifiers boil down to reflexivity in the end? Or is the formal iden
tity of intensifiers and reOexive pronouns in English and other languagesjust a case of homo
nyrny? In this paper, no attempt is made to answer any ofthese questions. What malters here 
is the fact that a certain heuristic strategy, namely f1ipping back and forth between onoma
siological and semasiological procedures in a comparative perspective, leads to the state
ment of problems and rough hypotheses which may then be the subjecl oflinguistic research 
in a narrow sense.3 Just by reviewing means to express nations like German selbst in other 
languages a large area of investigation has apened up. Without restricting our viewpaint by 
adapting a very specific hypothesis on intensifiers or reflexivity right from the start, we are 
now in a position to develop hypotheses on particular issues in this domain, but we can con
stantly keep the broader domain in mind. I am emphasizing this point because this is exactly 
what many generative gram mari ans don't do: they start out from a particular problem 
derived from a very general hypothesis or theory which should hold universally. The empir
ical data to support their claims have usually been stripped off their systematic context, both 
cross-linguistically and within a single language. In our case, a typical question in generative 
grammar would be: if (reflexive) binding is a basic syntactic phenomenon, how can we 
account for the obscrvcd differences in different languages. Recall that this is also one of the 
possible hypotheses a typologist will probably ponder over, bul for the cross-linguistically 
informed typologist it is only one of several possible research tasks. We should note here 
that nothing in the methodological design of generative grammar keeps generativisls from 
widening the perspective, and that a cross-linguistic approach is not a guarantee to avoid fal
lacics in the course ofinvestigation. The typologist. in dealing with many different languages, 
is just more likely to be aware of systematically cooccurring phenomena in a variety of Ian
guages, and to separate them from incidental cooccurrences. while such incidental COOCCUf

rences may be hard to detect if one is only guided by a powerful theory which makes predic
tions about a single phenomenon. 

We may thus summarize as folIows: nothing in typology as such guarantees better hypoth
eses; nothing in generative grammar as such prevents a research er frorn doing cross-linguis-

J HIMMELMANN 'S holistic methodology (this issue) is the very same thing as my f1ipping baek and fOrlh 
between onomasiology and semasiology in a eomparative pcrspeetive. Aeeording to my terminologi
eal ehoices (see seclion 2.2.) I refrain from subsuming Ihis research strategy under thc hcading of 
methodologypropcr. Methodology in the sense in which it is used here only determines Ihe validity of 
justificalional procedures. HIMMELMANN'S holistic methodology, and also my f1ipping back and forth 
bctween onomasiology and semasiology, could Ihus be renamed 110lisric hCllrislics. 
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tie research and from considering concomitant factors: the large 31110unl of data from vari
ous languagcs. hopefully cOl1sidercd in their systematic context, makes il easier for the typol
ogist to avoid thc formation of obviously untcnable universa l hypolheses and tn uncover reg
ularly cooccurring phenomena. 

2.4. Being aware oj fhe larger contex/: reflexives (ll1d Ih e nature of same empharje elements 

In this seclion I would again like 10 excmplify how the application of the heuristics pre
sen ted above may lead 10 generally interesting research tasks that are not even noticed if 
heuristic malters da not count as important. Having illustrated the heuristics favoured here 
in the preccding section, I would also like to pay attention to the faetors that uiscourage a 
similar he urist ic process in many generative approaches. The topic is again taken from our 
research project. 

I f one studies expressive means to express co-referential arguments of a single core pred
kate in different languages. and if one simultaneously considers the wider distribution of the 
elements that figure in these constructions (i.c. if one is aiming allhe complelc scmasiologi
cal piclure or if onc applics, in H1MMEL~'lANN'S te rms, a holistic mcthodology/heuristics). it is 
difficult not to come up with the following gencralization: 

(5) If a nominal rcflcxivization strategy in a given language involves an emphatic element 
this element also expresses adnominal emd/or adverbial intensification." 

If this is so. we will immcdiately ask ourselvcs what implications this cross-linguistic fact 
has. Note that the rcgularity with which (5) gets confirmed language after language hints at 
a synchronie link betwcen intensification and the expression of co-reference in a local 
domain. If we were dealing with Iwo phcnomena that are merely linked by historical devel
opment, wc would expect to find languages in which eithcr the rcflexiviza tion stratcgy or the 
expression of inlensificalion has changed. For the synchronic account of nominal reflcxiv
ization strategies involving emphalic e lements and of adnominal andlor adverbial intensifi
cation it follows that we should aim at showing what the shared propcrties of the two phe
nomena are. The research in our project has not (yet) givcn the ultimate response to this 
challenge (cl'., howcver, steps in the direction o f making this link cxplicit e.g. in KÖNIG/ SI E

MUND 1996, 1998). Whal matters here is Ihe faci Ihal givell Ihe eomplele semasiologieal pie
lure there is no way to evade the issue. In generative grammar it is all too easy not 10 address 
it , and the fact that among the hundreds and probably thousands of generative studies on 
reflexivity only a handful. at best. deal with it (e.g. BROWNING 1993), si mply shows wh at con
sequences the lack of interest in hcuristic strategies and scmasiological compleleness has in 
this framework. Since there is per se no ban on eareful semasiological generalizations in gen
erative graml11ar let us try to identify the factors that probablycontribute to a situation which 
looks as if such a ban actually existcd. Here I will discuss three faclors that may help to 
account for the observed situation. Thc first one is a conscquence of the history of Iinguis
tic schools. Generative grammar slarted out as a polemie countcr-Illovement to American 
taxonomie structuralism. In the course of doing away with vacuous distributionalist C011-

ccrns the taxonomie goose was killed with the golden egg of holistic heuristics: Lc . struclur-

4 Recalllh<ll, in thc contexl of aur research projecl. imclIsifier and illtellsificatioll are technical terms 
with adenotation that is more restriclcd than thc Illcaning these terms may have in ather framework s 
or in evcry-day language. 
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alism was discarded together with thc genuine slrucluralist idea lhat linguislic analysis 
should always take the systematic whole (af a phenomenon, of a language) into accounl. 
Now it was possible for generative grammarians to carry out extremely reductionist investi
galions into very small sub-areas of grammar without having 10 worry abaut whether these 
areas really constituted systematic units of individual grammars. A second rcason for the 
generative neglect of thc systcmatic tie between intensificrs and nominal reflexive pronouns 
with emphatic elements may be seen in thc marginal status which the lexicon was assigned 
in many branches of generative grammar: researchers did not study the formal parallelism 
between reflexive pronouns and intensifiers simply because reflexivity was deemed a gram
matical phenomenon, whereas intensifiers are just words which may usually be left out with
out influencing grammaticality. From this perspective it is quite obvious how the virtually 
complcte emphasis on reflexivity as opposed to the neglect of intensification could come 
about in generative grammar. The third reason that comes to my mind is really complemen
tary to the more general second one: starting with CHOMSKY (1981) and throughout the 
decade of government and binding theory, accounts of reflexivity in terms of syntactic bind
ing were part ofthe core concerns of generative grammar, whereas the W<lYs to deal with ward 
meaning in scmantic branches of generative grammar were not yet very developed, let alane 
standardized (cL the overview of competing generative lines of research in this field in 
CHIERCH IA/McCONNELL-GINET 1990: eh. 8). The syntactic treatment 01 reflexivity [acls usu
ally centered around allegedly innate axiomatic binding principles, and no attention was paid 
to the lexical sources from which emphatic camponents of reflexive pronouns derived. This 
is also true ofthe tradition within generative grammar wh ich distinguishes morphologically 
complex from simplex reflexive pronouns, usually called SELF-anaphors vs. SE-anaphors, 
and even 01 REINIIART/ REULAND (1993) who approach the whole issue of reflcxivity and 
binding from a semantic perspective ,5 

The non-generativist typologist may shrug now and ask: "What am I to worry about the 
failures of generative grammar?" In my opinion, this refusal is precipitate. For one thing. 
descriptive traditions in generative grammar are often sufficiently widespread and influen
tial to shape dcscriplive generalizations in other traditions as weil; so we might sometimes 
be doing typology on a generative and insufficient dcscriptive basis without even being 
aware of ie Secondly, as was pointed out in sectiol1 2.3, a typological perspective alolle is not 
a guarantee of having bettcr hypotheses in the end. Studying the shortcomings of ether 
schools will help typologists to avoid thern in their own work. We have idcntified the loss of 
a systemic view of language, the lexical disinterestedness and the axiornatic view of reflexive 
binding as the main factors which have lead to the dcscriptive situation conccrning reflexiv
ity and intensification as we find it in generative grammar. I think typologists cannot be said 
to have no interest in the lexicon, but a similardanger is constituted by the fact that for large 
language sUfveys information from grammars must be used without there being a way to 
investigate the larger distribution of the elements one is interested in, simply because no 
other grammars 01' dictionaries exist, the language is extinct, or fieldwork is impossible. The 
danger of losing a systemic view of language is lurkingjust as much in typology as in gener
ative grammar. I think. Thc third factar, namely taking for granted certain very specific axi-

5 Although the terminology of SE-anaphors vs. SELF-anaphors may suggcstjusl this, thc distinction is 
in fact orthogonal to our differentiation between nominal reflexivizat ion strategies with emphatic ele
ments and other nominal reflexivization strategies. What gcts to be classified as a SE-anaphor in gene
rative grammar may actually be an intensifier in our terminology (cf. Chinese ziji whieh is a SE-<:ma
phor, but also has uscs as an adnominal and as an adverbial intensificr) . 
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oms - which are actually only quasi-axiomatic working hypotheses - right from the start, is 
equally relevant in typology The only difference seems to be that the axioms in many typol
ogies are not 01' a formal or syntactic nature, but father of a functional kind: since every lan
guage must somehow express communicative functionf, comparing expressive means in the 
domain of fis justified without considering lhe extension of the expressive means into other 
functional domains.l believe the core notion with respect to these 1wo faetars, and also the 
complemcnt of holistic heuristics, is modularity. Whilc I would like to remain neutral hefe 
about the role modularity should play in the design of a linguistic theory. I definitely claim 
that it is harmful if observed in the process of searching for hypotheses. i.e. if we make mod· 
ularity also the guiding line in heuristics.6 Typology is weak, or at least not any stronger than 
competing research traditions, when it over·determines its specific research topics. Typology 
is strong when it first opens doors between spaces of grammar tt13t were not even suspected 
to be adjacent. 
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6 For a thorough treatment of mOdularity or autonomy hypotheses of different strengths (rom a typo· 
logical-functionalist pcrspcclive cf. CROFf (1995). 


